INTRODUCTION

The following procedure should be performed whenever the coolant system needs to be refilled. 

NOTICE: Never allow the pump to run dry to avoid damaging it.

KITS REQUIRED

• #003-001837-xx Coolant Refill Kit (includes JeffCool E105 jug of coolant, refill bottle, funnel, MSDS sheet)

INSTRUCTIONS

SERIES I

Series 1 projectors include the CP2000-S/-SB/-h/-i/-X/-XB/-Z/-M/-MR and the Roadie 25K/HD+30K/HD+35K. For details on how to flush the coolant system on these models refer to, Roadie 25K/HD+30K/HD+35K, CP2000-S/-SB/-h/-i/-X/-XB/-M/-MR/-ZX Coolant Flush Instruction Sheet (P/N: 020-100179-03).

CP2000-S/-SB/-H/-I/-X/-XB AND ROADIE 25K/D+30K/HD+35K

ACCESS COOLING SYSTEM

1. Remove the projector lid. On the Roadie 25K/HD+30K/HD+35K or CP2000-X/-XB, open the igniter door (Figure 1, left). On a CP2000-S/-SB/-i/-h (Figure 1, right), open the non-operator side pedestal door and skip to Step 3.

Figure 1 Access Cooling System
2. On the CP2000-X/-XB or Roadie 25K/HD+30K/HD+35K, remove the center (8 screws) and front belly pan (4 screws), as shown in Figure 2.

![Figure 2 Remove Belly Pans](image)

3. **Prime/Purge of Air**: Power up the projector (no lamp). Manipulate or “prime” all coolant hoses by flicking, pinching and raising them as necessary (Figure 3) to keep liquid moving and flowing to-and-from the pump. You must purge the system of all air, otherwise the coolant will not flow properly and may cause the DMDs to overheat. **NOTE:** The coolant in the reservoir disappears into the system immediately after the pump has been started. You must continually refill the reservoir until the coolant level stops falling.

   **CAUTION!** Purge all hoses of air! On CP2000-X/-XB and Roadie 25K/HD+30K/HD+35K, check hoses in belly pan area.

![Figure 3 Refill the System & Prime all Hoses to Eliminate Air Locks](image)
4. Continue running the projector (no lamp), topping up the reservoir as you eliminate more and more air pockets from all coolant hoses (Figure 4).

**TIPS:**
- Watch for air near all hose fittings.
- Tiny or large bubbles indicates air present. Continue priming (shake hose, etc).
- Solid, opaque hoses with no bubbles indicates system is primed and ready for use.

5. Power down. Make sure reservoir is approximately 1/2 - 3/4 full, topping up as necessary. In the CP2000-S/-SB/-i/-h, double-check level through the viewing gauge on the pedestal door.

6. When you are certain that all air is purged, replace the reservoir cap, belly pan, igniter door and projector lid.

7. Power up and test.

**CP2000-M/MR**

**ACCESSING THE COOLING SYSTEM**

1. Turn the projector lamp OFF. Wait at least 10 minutes to allow for proper cooling to take place.

2. Turn power OFF from the Control Display Panel (CDP).

3. **Remove the top lid:**
   a. Use a #2 Phillips™ to loosen the 7 captive screws securing the top lid to the projector housing (Figure 5).

   - Unlock the rear access door using the low security key.

   - Lift the lid up from the rear of the projector and pull it away from the 2 tabs on the front skin.

   **NOTE:** When installing, align the front 2 tabs and reverse the above steps.
CP2000-S/-SB/-H/-I/-X/-XB/-M/-MR AND ROADIE 25K/D+30K/HD+35K

FILLING THE RESERVOIR

1. Loosen the top screw (Figure 6) and use the fill bottle to add coolant. Power up the projector and continue adding coolant so the fluid level does not drop below the Minimum Fill Line.

![Figure 6 Fill the Reservoir](Reservoir for CP2210, CP2220 and CP2230 shown)

2. **Air Bubble Impeding Flow:** If the liquid in the reservoir does not move due to air bubbles, remove the entire fan pack and pump section. For instructions, refer to the CP2000-M/MR Service Manual (P/N: 020-100124-xx). Tilt the pump at different angles until the coolant starts to flow.
CP2000-ZX

ACCESSING THE COOLING SYSTEM

1. Turn the projector lamp OFF. Wait at least 10 minutes to allow for proper cooling to take place.
2. Turn power OFF from the Touch Panel Controller (TPC).
3. Unlock the front lid using the high security key. Raise the lid and slide it out from the opposite side (Figure 7).

4. Remove the PCM cover by pushing on the tab at the top of the cover. Tilt the cover slightly then lift enough to clear the tabs at the bottom and remove (Figure 8).
5. Remove the air filter cover by releasing the 2 tabs on the air filter cover, lift and remove (Figure 8).
6. Use a #2 Phillips™ to remove the 2 screws on the security bracket (above cardcage), which secures the liquid cooling panel (Figure 9).

![Figure 9 Remove Security Bracket](image)

7. Remove the 4 screws securing the access panel frame, which is located on the input side of the projector (Figure 10).

![Figure 10 Remove Access Panel Frame](image)
8. Remove the 5 screws securing the liquid cooling panel. Four of these screens are on the panel and one is located along the bottom of the panel (Figure 11). Swing the panel out and hang it on the screws located on the frame.

![Figure 11 Remove Liquid Cooling Panel]

9. Fill the reservoir with coolant. **NOTE:** The reservoir only holds 1/2 of the required coolant for the system.

10. Power the pump ON and watch the coolant begin circulating. Keep adding coolant into the reservoir as needed to prevent the fluid level from dropping below the Minimum Fill Line. Continue running the system until the coolant appears free from air bubbles.

![Figure 12 Fill Reservoir]
SERIES II

Series 2 projectors include the CP2210, CP2220 and CP2230 models. For detailed information on flushing the coolant system, refer to the *CP2210, CP2220 and CP2230 Coolant Flush Instruction Sheet (P/N: 020-100685-xx)*.

**CP2210**

**ACCESSING THE COOLING SYSTEM**

1. Power the projector lamp OFF. Wait for at least 10 minutes to allow for proper cooling to take place before powering the projector OFF, via the TPC.

2. Use a #2 Phillips™ to loosen the 7 captive screws securing the top lid to the projector housing (Figure 13).

3. Unlock the rear access door using the low security key. Lift the lid up from the rear of the projector and pull it away from the 2 tabs on the front skin.

![Figure 13 Remove Top Lid](image-url)
CP220 AND CP2230

ACCESSING THE COOLING SYSTEM
1. Turn the projector lamp OFF. Wait at least 10 minutes to allow for proper cooling to take place before powering down the projector, via the TPC.
2. Unlock the front lid using the low security key provided. Lift the lid up and remove (Figure 14).

Figure 14 Remove Front Top Lid

CP2210, CP2220 AND CP2230

FILLING THE RESERVOIR
1. Loosen the top screw (Figure 15) and use the fill bottle provided to add coolant.
2. Power the projector ON and continue adding coolant until the fluid level does not drop below the Minimum Fill Line.
3. Continue running the system until the coolant appears free from air bubbles.

Figure 15 Fill Reservoir
(Reservoir for CP2210, CP2220 and CP2230 shown)